ANTARCTICA
1. BELOW
You must sense a message of a flame
Blackened powder made in just a day
Victors marching down into the vein
Footsteps of the mind were never here
For reasons
My heroin
You must sense a heat of metal
Needle hot it pierces dural
Can a peace of light appearing
Undertakers flash of metal
Seize the moment seize the hot one
Brown and black a dive of deepest
Silver spoon and shiny metal
Tube of power, tube of spiral

2. CLEAR ENOUGH
Face the music in the day I think I’ll follow in the way
If only you could see what I do you would never face the day
Take a follow and be there and never looking back to stare away
Make yourself another pie and cut it into quarters any way
Leprechauns are facing me inside a distant residue of lies
Rising from a smoky ring the parasites are eating all my lies
Craft a level interest there from dueling leverages we see on high
Find another way to see the symmetry of distant fiery skies
Priests and river told
Have another rest of gold
Priests and river told
Have another rest of toll
Priests and river told
Have another river gold
Priests and river told
Have another river gold

3. CREVICES
Take a spot and leave it well
And wall it all in moon
Look to skies, see them rise
And wall it all too soon
See it ride upon the hill
And read upon his mane
Holding out to woe is me
A sea that all the same
Take your spice, relax your eyes
Lonely in you feel
Mystery grown and see your eyes
It takes away your feel
Roll along and see your life
It takes another pain
See it ride upon the hill
And read upon his mane
Holding out to woe is me
A sea that all the same

4. FAR
A feast of wallow in the way
A yellow burden in my head
I haven’t got the strength to stay
I cannot even be a man
Simple pleasures simple times
To tear the muscles all away
A new surprise comes along the path
To greet those grown weary with hope for again
A silence hides the pride of age
Looking on youth with great surprise
Trepidation abounds for both
Looking to change their orientation
Like two magnets searching for a clasp of fields
A crop of new lives happens now
And now I see the light of day
An old man stumbles on the path
As children pass they lead the way
A common stare with common ground
Beside them all the flowers play

5. PEAK
No more free
I’m on the ground
Total fall
I make no sound
I’m on my knees
On my face
I see no give
Into this place
Wretched man
That I am
No more love
That I can
No more receive
No more to give
All rise denial
I cannot live

6. PLUMMET
Black is not an ice
Black is just a sea
Caught inside a bitter mind
Devastating cup of tea
Go inside a bitter lisp
Frozen like a blister be
Wandering foreign in a world
Lost among a bitter sea
Black is just an open sore
Black is just a day gone wrong
Black is just a heart turned cruel
Black is just imagined rules
Black is just a face without
Black is never in a doubt
Black is what I feel today
Black is never here to stay

7. RED FOR ICE
Reach around the wisdom of the teachers
Separate yourself from every kind
Come along the wisdom of the ages
Cannot see the concrete of the sun
Living in a vacuum of a season
Living as a castrated nun
Stop
Mark
Track
Revealed
Pole
Fluid
Find
Passion
Sieze
Intense
Mind
Heat
Content
To Manage
Rush
Matter
Get a lonely child of innocence
Sinister is nothing but a dreamer
Rushing through me like a cannonball
Into saving life like it was leaving
Capable of killing every being
Living as a shell in torrid water
Living as a deadened joie de vivre
Stop
Mark
Track
Revealed
Pole
Fluid
Find
Passion
Sieze
Intense
Mind
Heat
Content
To Manage
Rush
Matter
Get a lonely child of innocence

8. RISE DEEP
Have another time
Have another space
Syncopated rhythm in a generated race
Do another nick
Do another line
Do another syncopated generated time
Have another bowl
Sink another fall
Feed another fate
Crush another pain
Cry another tear
Block another way
Minimal existence is the order of the day
Do it all the time
Have it all the hour
Chemistry of brain is such a tendency to fail
Have another bowl
Sink another fall
Feed another fate
Crush another pain

9. SHEAR
You get a sense
Of dictionary minds
Grammar and syntax have never really been a call of mine
When I’m high
I really do not care
It’s not as surprising as when I lose it all in there
A beggar’s plea
Is always on the rise
It seems like lately the begging part is all but a surprise

10. SLIPPING
Force in like the sound of rolling thunder
Born into a genuflecting sky
Clouds cover immediate asunder
I bleed in a generous crimson dye
Cry out with a suicidal rebel
Sting back with a grin of apropos
Masons building ladders by the poolside
Great mass of antagonistic fools
Ride down with a media of plasma
Sink low with the heat of hundred days
Sling back in a year of vicious hatred
Find love in a thousand different ways
Please God will you find a different answer
Cold cock on the crest of hammer’s note
Be quick in a sense of bold direction
Be quick if you want to give it up

11. THE CRUST – from an anonymous author posted on the internet

